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Don’t miss the Spectrum Originals series JOE PICKETT! The
first novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series
featuring Wyoming Game Warden Joe Pickett—the book that
launched one of the biggest, most reliable, and fastest growing
franchises in commercial fiction! Joe Pickett is the new game
warden in Twelve Sleep, Wyoming, a town where nearly
everyone hunts and the game warden—especially one like Joe
who won't take bribes or look the other way—is far from
popular. When he finds a local hunting outfitter dead, splayed
out on the woodpile behind his state-owned home, he takes it
personally. Even after the discovery of two more bodies, and the
resolution of the case by local police, Joe continues to
investigate. As Joe digs deeper into the murders, he soon
discovers that the outfitter brought more than death to his
backdoor: he brought Joe an endangered species, thought to be
extinct, which is now living in his woodpile. But if word of this
rare species gets out, it will destroy any chance of InterWest, a
multi-national natural gas company, building an oil pipeline
through the mountains and forests of Twelve Sleep. The closer
Joe comes to the truth behind the outfitter murders, the
endangered species, and InterWest, the closer he comes to
losing everything he holds dear.
A stunning, evocative novel set in Ireland and Canada, Away
traces a family’s complex and layered past. The narrative
unfolds with shimmering clarity, and takes us from the harsh
northern Irish coast in the 1840s to the quarantine stations at
Grosse Isle and the barely hospitable land of the Canadian
Shield; from the flourishing town of Port Hope to the flooded
streets of Montreal; from Ottawa at the time of Confederation
to a large-windowed house at the edge of a Great Lake during
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the present day. Graceful and moving, Away unites the personal
and the political as it explores the most private, often darkest
corners of our emotions where the things that root us to
ourselves endure. Powerful, intricate, lyrical, Away is an
unforgettable novel.
To escape a lifetime of poverty, mercenary Sir Benedict Palmer
agrees to one final, lucrative job: help King Henry II's knights
seize the traitor Archbishop Thomas Becket at Canterbury
Cathedral. But what begins as a clandestine arrest ends in coldblooded murder. And when Fitzurse, the knights' ringleader,
kidnaps Theodosia, a beautiful young nun who witnessed the
crime, Palmer can sit silently by no longer. For not only is
Theodosia's virtue at stake, so too is the secret she unknowingly
carries—a secret he knows Fitzurse will torture out of her. Now
Palmer and Theodosia are on the run, strangers from different
worlds forced to rely only on each other as they race to uncover
the hidden motive behind Becket's grisly murder—and the
shocking truth that could destroy a kingdom.
On a cross-country journey to hell, fear is the engine and
vengeance is the destination as Christopher Rice's Amazon
Charts bestselling series continues. As the test subject of an
experimental drug, Charlotte Rowe was infused with
extraordinary powers. As the secret weapon of a mysterious
consortium, she baits evil predators and stops them in their
tracks. But it takes more than fear to trigger what's coursing
through Charlotte's blood. She needs to be terrorized. Serial
killer Cyrus Mattingly is up to the task. Cyrus is a long-haul
truck driver, and his cargo bay is a gallery of horrors on wheels.
To stop his bloodshed, Charlotte will become his next victim,
reining in her powers so she can face each of his evils in turn.
As much as they know about Cyrus--his method of selecting
victims, his prolonged rituals--there is something they don't.
What happens on the dark and lonely highways is only the
journey. It's the destination that's truly depraved. Before she
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can unleash vengeance on a scale this killer has never seen,
Charlotte and her team will have to go the distance into hell.
The Line
In the Ballroom with the Candlestick
A Burning Girl Thriller
Enchanted, Inc.
Stormy Petrel
The Witch Thief
Includes 7 free chapters of HELLBENT, the
latest in the international bestselling
Orphan X series. Spoken about only in
whispers, the Nowhere Man can only be reached
by the truly desperate, he can —He will do
anything to save them. Evan Smoak is the
Nowhere Man. Taken from a group home at
twelve, Evan was raised and trained as part
of the Orphan Program, an off-the-books
operation designed to create deniable
intelligence assets—i.e. assassins. Evan was
Orphan X. He broke with the Program, using
everything he learned to disappear and
reinvent himself as the Nowhere Man. But his
new life is interrupted when a surprise
attack comes from an unlikely angle and Evan
is caught unaware. Captured, drugged, and
spirited off to a remote location, he finds
himself heavily guarded and cut off from
everything he knows. His captors think they
have him trapped and helpless in a virtual
cage but they don’t know who they’re dealing
with—or that they’ve trapped themselves
inside that cage with one of the deadliest
and most resourceful men on earth. Continuing
his electrifying series featuring Evan Smoak,
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Gregg Hurwitz delivers a blistering,
compelling new novel in the series launched
with the instant international bestseller,
Orphan X.
From award-winning author, Ilona Andrews, an
all-new novel set in the New York Times #1
bestselling Kate Daniels World and featuring
Julie Lennart-Olsen, Kate and Curran's ward.
Atlanta was always a dangerous city. Now, as
waves of magic and technology compete for
supremacy, it’s a place caught in a slow
apocalypse, where monsters spawn among the
crumbling skyscrapers and supernatural
factions struggle for power and survival.
Eight years ago, Julie Lennart left Atlanta
to find out who she was. Now she’s back with
a new face, a new magic, and a new
name—Aurelia Ryder—drawn by the urgent need
to protect the family she left behind. An
ancient power is stalking her adopted mother,
Kate Daniels, an enemy unlike any other, and
a string of horrifying murders is its opening
gambit. If Aurelia’s true identity is
discovered, those closest to her will die. So
her plan is simple: get in, solve the
murders, prevent the prophecy from being
fulfilled, and get out without being
recognized. She expected danger, but she
never anticipated that the only man she'd
ever loved could threaten everything. One
small misstep could lead to disaster. But for
Aurelia, facing disaster is easy; it’s
relationships that are hard.
The dramatic and deadly conclusion to the
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thrilling YA mystery series inspired by the
classic board game CLUE! After a tragic
accident at Blackbrook Academy kills one of
their own, Orchid, Scarlett, Peacock,
Mustard, and Plum are desperate to put the
pieces back together and finish out the year.
The Murder Crew may have earned their
nickname, but the last of their secrets are
still coming to light and threatening to
destroy friendships, futures, and more. And
when another suspicious death rocks the
campus, and Blackbrook's dark past crashes
into its present, they have a choice: Band
together or turn on each other. Because this
year's prom? It's to die for. CLUE and all
related characters are trademarks of Hasbro
and are used with permission. © 2021 Hasbro.
All Rights Reserved. Licensed by Hasbro.
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth,
observed by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder,
a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes
involved with handsome Prince Kai and must
uncover secrets about her past in order to
protect the world in this futuristic take
onthe Cinderella story.
Feminist Writers on Turning Crisis into
Change
The Fifth Knight
Moonheart
Gerald and Elizabeth
The Short and Tragic Life of Robert Peace
The Winemaker's Wife
Devon Monk is casting a spell on the fantasy world... Using
magic means it uses you back, and every spell exacts a price
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from its user. But some people get out of it by Offloading the
cost of magic onto an innocent. Then it’s Allison
Beckstrom’s job to identify the spell-caster. Allie would rather
live a hand-to-mouth existence than accept the family
fortune—and the strings that come with it. But when she finds
a boy dying from a magical Offload that has her father’s
signature all over it, Allie is thrown back into his world of black
magic. And the forces she calls on in her quest for the truth
will make her capable of things that some will do anything to
control...
An exploration of the possibilities of hypertext fiction as art
form and entertainment
To the uninitiated, Savannah shows only her bright face and
genteel manner. Those who know her well, though, can see
beyond her colonial trappings and small-city charm to a world
where witchcraft is respected, Hoodoo is feared, and spirits
linger. Mercy Taylor is all too familiar with the supernatural
side of Savannah, being a member of the most powerful
family of witches in the South. Despite being powerless
herself, of course. Having grown up without magic of her own,
in the shadow of her talented and charismatic twin sister,
Mercy has always thought herself content. But when a series
of mishaps--culminating in the death of the Taylor
matriarch--leaves a vacuum in the mystical underpinnings of
Savannah, she finds herself thrust into a mystery that could
shake her family apart...and unleash a darkness the line of
Taylor witches has been keeping at bay for generations.
Leading a double life, Boston paramedic Cacy Ferry, who
also escorts the dead to the Afterlife, is unable to deny her
attraction to her new partner, who is hiding a secret of his
own, while trying to secure humanity's future after a rogue
element seizes the reins of fate. Original.
Vincalis the Agitator
The Nowhere Man
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Hunter's Trail
The End of Books--or Books Without End?
Switchback
This Is How We Come Back Stronger

“A totally captivating, hilarious, and clever
look on the magical kingdom of Manhattan,
where kissing frogs has never been this
fun.”—Melissa de la Cruz, author of The Au
Pairs Katie Chandler had always heard that
New York is a weird and wonderful place, but
this small-town Texas gal had no idea how
weird until she moved there. Everywhere she
goes, she sees something worth gawking at
and Katie is afraid she’s a little too normal to
make a splash in the big city. Working for an
ogre of a boss doesn’t help. Then, seemingly
out of the blue, Katie gets a job offer from
Magic, Spells, and Illusions, Inc., a company
that tricks of the trade to the magic
community. For MSI, Katie’s ordinariness is
an asset. Lacking any bit of magic, she can
easily spot a fake spell, catch hidden clauses
in competitor’s contracts, and detect
magically disguised intruders. Suddenly,
average Katie is very special indeed. She
quickly learns that office politics are even
more complicated when your new boss is a
real ogre, and you have a crush on the sexy,
shy, ultra powerful head of the R&D
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department, who is so busy fighting an evil
competitor threatening to sell black magic on
the street that he seems barely to notice
Katie. Now it’s up to Katie to pull off the
impossible: save the world and–hopefully–live
happily ever after.
Actions have consequences—a lesson Scarlett
Bernard is learning the hard way. As a “null,”
Scarlett has always been able to negate the
powers of the supernatural beings that
surround her. But now her reckless decision
to permanently change Eli from a werewolf to
a human has left the Los Angeles werewolf
pack in shambles, and upset the balance of
power among the city's supernatural factions.
To make matters worse, Scarlett's employers
discover that a newly changed werewolf is
running amok in the city. To catch the rogue
werewolf, Scarlett will need help from both
Eli and Detective Jesse Cruz of the LAPD…a
situation that will force her to finally choose
between them. However, Scarlett and her
friends aren't the only ones on the
hunt—someone else is chasing the wolf.
Someone with no reservations about
collateral damage. Now Scarlett and her
allies must stop both the rogue wolf and the
deadly hunter before the full moon rises and
all hell breaks loose. Filled with the same
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suspense and wit readers loved in Dead
Spots and Trail of Dead, this may be Scarlett
Bernard's most harrowing adventure yet…
"Scarlett Bernard knows about personal
space: step within ten feet of her, and any
supernatural spells or demonic forces are
instantly defused-vampires and werewolves
become human again, and witches can't get
out so much as a "hocus pocus." This special
skill makes her a null and very valuable to
Los Angeles's three most powerful magical
communities, who utilize her ability to scrub
crime scenes clean of all traces of the
paranormal to keep humanity, and the LAPD,
in the dark. But one night Scarlett's late
arrival to a grisly murder scene reveals her
agenda and ends with LAPD's Jesse Cruz
tracking her down to strike a deal: he'll keep
quiet about the undead underworld if she
helps solve the case. Their pact doesn't sit
well with Dash, the city's chief bloodsucker,
who fears his whole vampire empire is at
stake. And when clues start to point to
Scarlett, it'll take more than her unique
powers to catch the real killer and clear her
name."--Publisher's website.
***For a limited time, you can get Corrigan
Fire, the companion book to Bloodfire for
FREE - click here to find out more >
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http://helenharper.co.uk/ (just copy and paste
into your browser)*** Mackenzie Smith has
always known that she was different.
Growing up as the only human in a pack of
rural shapeshifters will do that to you, but
then couple it with some mean fighting skills
and a fiery temper and you end up with a
woman that few will dare to cross. However,
when the only father figure in her life is
brutally murdered, and the dangerous
Brethren with their predatory Lord Alpha
come to investigate, Mack has to not only
ensure the physical safety of her adopted
family by hiding her apparent humanity, she
also has to seek the blood-soaked vengeance
that she craves. This is the first book in the
bestselling Blood Destiny series.
King of the Wind
How to Read Literature Like a Professor
Revised
A Brilliant Young Man Who Left Newark for
the Ivy League
The Book of Romance
A Soul to Steal
Struggling with a short-term memory problem that
prevents him from remembering how he became a
vampire and how he spends his everyday life, Eric
resists his girlfriend's entreaties to make her a
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vampire while endeavoring to outmaneuver an
alluring witch and a vengeful pack of born-again
lycanthropes. Reprint.
When young lovers Amy and Elder and the other
passengers of the spaceship Godspeed finally land
on Centauri-Earth and start to colonize the new
world, they encounter pterodactyl-like monsters and
the threat of unseen aliens.
The award-winning author of 23 Things They Don't
Tell You About Capitalism outlines the real-world
processes of the global economy while explaining
how to better understand the strengths and
weaknesses of key economics theories to better
navigate today's interconnected world.
To My MuseBelaurient Press
Open Season (Movie Tie-In)
Blood Victory
Never Buried
Marked
Blood Heir
Blood Cure
Against the backdrop of an ancient battle
between the forces of Light and the forces of
Darkness, Aidan struggles to control the
newly awakened and enigmatic powers that seem
to be his only hope for rescuing Ava, his
little sister, trapped somewhere beyond the
Veil. As he gravitates to Kara, the beguiling
and dangerously unstable girl who helped him
realize his abilities, a terrible mistake of
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fate is revealed that points him back toward
Rebecca, whose role is becoming more critical
to the battle. And no matter what his heart
wants, it might be too late to stop the
pieces already in motion. Without knowing the
sacrifices that will be required of them,
Aidan and his motley crew of friends--each
with their own role to play--must face the
demon threat head-on. They're the only ones
keeping the growing army of Darkness at bay,
and if they fail, the future of humanity
could be lost.
Traces a young man's effort to escape the
dangers of the streets and his own nature
after graduating from Yale, describing his
youth in violent 1980s Newark, efforts to
navigate two fiercely insular worlds and lifeending drug deals. 75,000 first printing.
A new novel by the USA Today and Wall Street
Journal bestselling author of The Breathing
Series . . . What if you had a second chance
to meet someone for the first time? Cal Logan
is shocked to see Nicole Bentley sitting
across from him at a coffee shop thousands of
miles from their hometown. After all, no one
has seen or heard from her since they
graduated over a year ago. Except this girl
isn't Nicole. She looks exactly like Cal's
shy childhood crush, but her name is Nyelle
Preston and she has no idea who he is. This
girl is impulsive and daring, her passion for
life infectious. The complete opposite of
Nicole. Cal finds himself utterly fascinatedand falling hard. But Nyelle is also
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extremely secretive. And the closer he comes
to finding out what she's hiding, the less he
wants to know. When the secrets from the past
and present collide, one thing becomes clear:
Nothing is what it seems. NEW BONUS epilogue,
author interview, book club guide and more.
Joarr Enge never believed in the powers of
the chalice he was tasked to guard--but he
sure as hell wasn't going to let the
captivating witch who'd robbed him escape.
Now, a century after her betrayal, Joarr
commandeered Amma's body and blocked her
magic. She would spend every moment by his
side until the chalice could be found. Amma
had risked everything to uncover the secrets
in her past--even the rage of her powerful
and mysterious dragon lover. But as Joarr's
passionate fire tempted her to dream of a
future with him, could their magic unite two
separate worlds for the most precious thing
of all...their son?
A Nightshades Novel
The gripping classic that will keep you on
the edge of your seat
To My Muse
Reading Interactive Narratives
Darkness Fair
Wraithblade

"As a null, Scarlett Bernard possesses a rare
ability to counteract the supernatural by
instantly neutralizing spells and magical
forces. For years she has used her gift to
scrub crime scenes of any magical traces,
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helping the powerful paranormal
communities of Los Angeles stay hidden. But
after LAPD detective Jesse Cruz discovered
Scarlett's secret, he made a bargain with her:
solve a particularly grisly murder case, and
he would stay silent about the city's
unearthly underworld. Now two dead witches
are found a few days before Christmas, and
Scarlett is once again strong-armed into
assisting the investigation. She soon finds a
connection between the murders and her own
former mentor, Olivia, a null who
mysteriously turned into a vampire and who
harbors her own sinister agenda. Now
Scarlett must revisit her painful past to find
Olivia--unless the blood-drenched present
claims her life first."--Back cover.
Amazon #1 Bestselling Ghost Story A Top 5
Bestseller in Horror A Top 20 Bestseller in
Thriller and Suspense Recommended on USA
Today! Read the Bestselling Novel That Has
Critics Raving: "I am happy to cheer Mr.
Blackwell on as he draws us into his
supernatural thriller, The Sanheim
Chronicles."--Mark Metcalf, Actor (The
Master, Buffy the Vampire Slayer) "In this
edge-of-your-seat thriller, Rob Blackwell
introduces the reader to fear in an innovative
way: right from the start. A Soul to Steal is
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simply scary. With the combination of an
ancient Celtic myth and the legend of the
Headless Horseman, Blackwell's story is a
leave-the-light-on kind of page turner...If you
like suspenseful thrillers, check out A Soul to
Steal."-- Indie Reader [Featured on USA
Today Books]"Blackwell has woven a Celtic
myth, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, and a
serial killer's rampage into a great
novel...When everything came together and
all the pieces finally fell into place I was
completely shocked. The ending was
fantastic."--Vanessa The Jeep Diva [Book
Blog]"This is a classic `whodunit', where the
protagonist and the reader are trying to work
out who the murderer is before it's too late.
It comes complete with red herrings and
potential suspects, and a twist that I was not
suspecting. Let's just say that all my guesses
for the killer were all wrong, and I did not see
the true one coming."-- The Masquerade Crew
[Book Blog] "It was hard for me to believe
that A Soul to Steal is Rob Blackwell's first
novel. I loved how he took just a little bit of
the Headless Horseman story and interwove
it with his own to make this unique thriller.
Anyone could enjoy this book." --Bending the
Spine [Book Blog]You Are What You Fear A
serial killer on the loose, two reporters in his
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sights, and a legendary ghost haunting the
town...Something is stalking the citizens of
Loudoun County, Va. Is it the return of the
notorious serial killer known as Lord
Halloween? Or is it something worse--a figure
that can cloak itself as your worst
nightmare?Kate and Quinn, two community
journalists, rush to uncover the truth before a
promised bloodbath on Halloween night. The
debut novel from award-winning journalist
Rob Blackwell, A Soul to Steal balances
mystery, suspense, romance, action and the
paranormal, building to a gripping and
unforgettable conclusion. Fans of Stephen
King, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Stephenie
Meyer and Jim Butcher will find A Soul to
Steal an addictive page-turner. A Soul to
Steal is the first book in an amazing new
trilogy, The Sanheim Chronicles. See What
Critics Are Saying: "You have the paranormal,
murder, mystery/thriller, suspense and a
little romance all rolled into one great
read...Everything comes together incredibly
well at the end. The ending of this book was
amazing. I highly recommend this book."
--Paranormal Romance and Urban Fantasy
Book Lovers [Book Blog]"This is one of those
novels that manages to blend many different
genres into a satisfying read. This is
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predominately a supernatural thriller, but
Blackwell also manages to have a romantic
narrative in the story as well which doesn't
feel forced or false." -- Ginger Nuts of Horror
[Book Blog]"This story is so much more than
a who-done-it type book. There are some
other paranormal things going on here and
no one is sure how, or if, they are related to
Lord Halloween. The story is carefully
unfolded, bringing some good old fashioned
page-turning suspense."--Alaskan Bookie
[Book Blog]"It was also interesting to explore
how debilitating fear can be and how people
react to it with fight or flight, how fear
freezes you to the spot when you know you
have to hurry and get away from the killer.
I'm vague on purpose, peeps. I don't want to
give you any spoilers. I just want you to read
this book. It's really, really good."--Nocturnal
Book Reviews [Book Blog]
I accidentally sent my latest romance novel
to the actor who inspired it. Now we're in a
fake relationship so that he can get a movie
made. Did I mention there's only one bed...
When too much tequila and an enabling BFF
put Lily Nayar's romance novel Feast of
Lovers into the hands of its inspiration, sexy
British actor Tom Morrison, Lily is horrified.
She's determined to get her book back, even
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if that means breaking into Tom's hotel room
to do it. With the help of a strategic lie and
an Oscar-winning knight, Lily's screwball plan
catapults her into the middle of her very own
Cinderella story, Hollywood style. But will a
vengeful actress ruin Lily's shot at a real life
HEA with Tom?
The author of the “engrossing” (People)
international bestseller The Room on Rue
Amélie returns with a moving story set amid
the champagne vineyards of France during
the darkest days of World War II, perfect for
fans of Heather Morris’s The Tattooist of
Auschwitz. Champagne, 1940: Inès has just
married Michel, the owner of storied
champagne house Maison Chauveau, when
the Germans invade. As the danger mounts,
Michel turns his back on his marriage to
begin hiding munitions for the Résistance.
Inès fears they’ll be exposed, but for Céline,
the French-Jewish wife of Chauveau’s chef de
cave, the risk is even greater—rumors
abound of Jews being shipped east to an
unspeakable fate. When Céline recklessly
follows her heart in one desperate bid for
happiness, and Inès makes a dangerous
mistake with a Nazi collaborator, they risk
the lives of those they love—and the vineyard
that ties them together. New York, 2019:
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Recently divorced, Liv Kent is at rock bottom
when her feisty, eccentric French
grandmother shows up unannounced,
insisting on a trip to France. But the older
woman has an ulterior motive—and a tragic,
decades-old story to share. When past and
present finally collide, Liv finds herself on a
road to salvation that leads right to the caves
of the Maison Chauveau.
A Lively and Entertaining Guide to Reading
Between the Lines
Magic to the Bone
Dead Spots
The User's Guide
Cinder
Economics
Sham and the stable boy Agba travel from Morocco to
France to England where, at last, Sham's majesty is
recognized and he becomes the "Godolphin Arabian,"
ancestor of the most superior Thoroughbred horses.
Gerald Brown is a handsome and brilliant young engineer wrongfully accused of stealing diamonds from his South
African firm. Why has he been framed? Elizabeth Burleigh is
a beautiful and talented West End actress - compelled to
deny herself what marriage could bring her. What is the
secret that impairs her love? Gerald and Elizabeth are halfbrother and sister. They are reunited in London and together
they face the mysteries that have made them both so
unhappy. In discovering the truth about their pasts, each
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finds the happiness for which neither had dared to hope.
In the spring of 2020, a rapidly spreading global pandemic
changed the contemporary world. For industrialized
countries like the United States and the United Kingdom,
which had long enjoyed the illusion that they were capable of
handling large-scale crises, COVID-19 exposed dangerous
fault lines. It brought to the fore institutional failures
concerning public health, unemployment, and government
stability, and exacerbated conditions for vulnerable and
marginalized groups. Racial disparity, domestic abuse, food
insecurity, and social welfare had to be reconsidered in the
wake of a startling new reality: lockdown and severe
economic precarity. In essays, short fiction, poetry, and
more, writers respond to the personal and the political in the
time of pandemic. This Is How We Come Back Stronger
provides an essential feminist perspective on how we might
move forward—and reminds us that, despite it all, we are not
alone. Featuring brand new contributions from: Akasha
Hull, Amelia Abraham, Catherine Cho, Dorothy Koomson,
Fatima Bhutto, Fox Fisher, Francesca Martinez, Gina Miller,
Helen Lederer, Jenny Sealey, Jess Phillips MP, Jessica Moor,
Jude Kelly, Juli Delgado Lopera, Juliet Jacques, Kate Mosse,
Kerry Hudson, Kuchenga, Laura Bates, Lauren Bravo, Layla
Saad, Lindsey Dryden, Lisa Taddeo, Melissa CummingsQuarry and Natalie Carter, Michelle Tea, Mireille Harper,
Molly Case, Radhika Sanghani, Rosanna Amaka, Sara
Collins, Sarah Eagle Heart, Shaz Awan, Shirley Geok-lin
Lim, Sophie Williams, Stella Duffy, Virgie Tovar, Yomi
Adegoke 10% of every book sold will be donated to the
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Third Wave Foundation to support youth-led gender justice
activism.
First in the USA-Today bestselling Leigh Koslow Mystery
Series! "A funny, fast-paced, clever, and unusual mystery
that will have readers clamoring for more. Sheer delight."
--Carolyn Hart The truth about what happened in 1949
went to Paul Fischer's grave... Too bad his body didn't!
Advertising copywriter Leigh Koslow doesn't pack heat -just a few extra pounds. And she doesn't go looking for
trouble. When she moved into her cousin Cara's refurbished
Victorian house, she wasn't planning on discovering a
corpse -- certainly not one that had been embalmed ten
years before. But as anyone in the small Pittsburgh borough
of Avalon could tell her, her cousin's house has a history
attached. A history dating back to two mysterious deaths in
the summer of 1949. Someone wants Leigh and Cara out of
the house -- someone who has something to hide. But that
someone doesn't know Leigh's impetuous cousin, and when
Cara digs her heels in, Leigh looks to her old college chum,
local policewoman Maura Polanski, for help. But the
answers the trio find only point to more questions. Were the
scandalous deaths of fifty years ago really an accident and a
suicide? Or were they murder? The nearer the women get to
the truth, the more desperate someone becomes. Because
some secrets are better off kept. Especially when they hit
close to home! "A thoroughly delightful debut. Bright,
breezy, and witty. I couldn't put it down." --Tamar Myers
Originally published in mass market paperback by
NAL/Penguin, Putnam, Inc. in 1999.
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Staked
What If
Enchanted Inc., Book 1
Shades of Earth
ReVamped
Away
Keira Blackwater is human. She owns a
classic car shop, hangs out with her two best
friends, and goes clubbing on Friday nights.
Her life is pretty typical for a twenty-two
year old living in a world where
supernaturals live out in the open. Except
for one little thing...her blood. It alone has
the ability to cure the virus that created
supernaturals hundreds of years ago after
the Great plague, and make them human
again. She's accepted what it can do, and
aside from her phobia of sharp, pointy
needles, doesn't think about it too often. But
then her blood goes missing from the local
hospital, supernaturals start turning up
dead with a strange anomaly in their system,
and Keira is blamed. Vampires and
werewolves suddenly hunt her at every turn,
and not because they want the cure. As
Keira fights to prove her innocence and
track down whoever is responsible, she must
come to terms with the staggering truth
about her birthright, all while trying to
protect the people she loves the most. Will
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she be able to prove her innocence before
time runs out? Or will she lose everything
she's worked so hard for...maybe even her
life.
Re-tells the epic sagas of King Arthur,
Roland, William Short Nose, Diarmid, Robin
Hood, Wayland the Smith, and Grettir the
Strong.
Sara Kendall and Kieran Foy become
trapped in the midst of the eternal battle
between good and evil, in a tale of magic
and romance that moves from ancient Wales
to modern Canada
A sequel to Staked finds vampire Eric
challenging one of Void City's most powerful
demons to rescue the soul of his beloved
deceased Marilyn, an effort that is
complicated by his need to reform his
disintegrated body, the foibles of his newly
vampiric car, and a romantic prospect's
illusions about high-society vampires.
Original.
A Clue Mystery, Book Three
Bloodfire
An Orphan X Novel
Book One of the Lunar Chronicles
Trail of Dead
The Bureau of Preternatural Investigations returns in
Switchback, the sequel to Melissa F. Olson's Nightshades.
Three weeks after the events of Nightshades, things are
finally beginning to settle for the Chicago branch of the
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BPI, but the brief respite from the horror of the previous
few weeks was never destined to last. The team gets a call
from Switch Creek, IL, where a young man has been
arrested on suspicion of being a shade. The suspect is held
overnight, pending DNA testing, but seemingly escapes in
a terrifying and bloody massacre. But is there more to the
jailbreak than a simple quest for freedom? At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A gripping, nail-biting adventure set in Scotland, from the
original queen of romantic suspense Total heaven. I'd
rather read her than most other authors' Harriet Evans
When Rose Fenemore takes a desperately needed holiday
to an isolated cottage on the Scottish island of Moila she
doesn't expect much in the way of adventure - just a few
quiet weeks of writing, walking and bird-watching. And
then, late one night during a wild storm, two young men
appear in her doorway, seeking shelter from the wind and
rain. Neither man is quite who he claims, and the question
of who to trust will put Rose in grave peril . . . Praise for
Mary Stewart: 'Mary Stewart is magic' New York Times
'One of the great British storytellers of the 20th century'
Independent 'She set the benchmark for pace, suspense
and romance - with a great dollop of escapism as the icing'
Elizabeth Buchan 'Mary Stewart's writing is illuminated by
her evident affection for the Western Scottish landscape . .
. a rattling good yarn' Sunday Telegraph Reader reviews of
Stormy Petrel: 'Mary Stewart! What an author! . . . The plot
has enough twists and turns to keep you guessing, and the
writing is a joy' 'She truly is one of the best romantic
suspense writers, if not the best' 'Like consuming really
rich chocolate you don't want it to end . . . She has the gift
and has been sharing it with her readers generously. She
still has magic' 'Mary Stewart specialises in novels which
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have you alternately holding your breath as to what might
happen, or chuckling to yourself'
A new, thrilling adventure from Lisle is set in the same
fantasy world as the popular Secret Texts trilogy--a world
where a sorcery called Dragon Magic draws its powers
from the agony of slaves who are killed for sorcerous fuel
until three heroes challenge this inhuman cruelty.
A thoroughly revised and updated edition of Thomas C.
Foster's classic guide—a lively and entertaining
introduction to literature and literary basics, including
symbols, themes, and contexts—that shows you how to
make your everyday reading experience more rewarding
and enjoyable. While many books can be enjoyed for their
basic stories, there are often deeper literary meanings
interwoven in these texts. How to Read Literature Like a
Professor helps us to discover those hidden truths by
looking at literature with the eyes—and the literary
codes—of the ultimate professional reader: the college
professor. What does it mean when a literary hero travels
along a dusty road? When he hands a drink to his
companion? When he's drenched in a sudden rain shower?
Ranging from major themes to literary models, narrative
devices, and form, Thomas C. Foster provides us with a
broad overview of literature—a world where a road leads to
a quest, a shared meal may signify a communion, and rain,
whether cleansing or destructive, is never just a
shower—and shows us how to make our reading experience
more enriching, satisfying, and fun. This revised edition
includes new chapters, a new preface, and a new epilogue,
and incorporates updated teaching points that Foster has
developed over the past decade.
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